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“It is impossible for the man who takes a survey of what is
already known, not to see what an immensity in every branch
of science remains to be discovered.”
Thomas Jefferson, 1799

1

The journey through the twenty-three preceding chapters has taken us
across the spectrum of space science and its application in space
technology and to living and working in space, as we understand them
today, in 2010. It has been a mere 211 years since Jefferson wrote his
prophetic words, and while the storehouse of our knowledge has advanced
immeasurably since then, and humanity has since constructed a globalized,
industrialized civilization of unprecedented power and scope, it is equally
1

Jefferson wrote this in a private letter in 1799. It was first published in the
journal Scripta Mathematica in 1932.
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obvious that even today there remains a great deal that we have yet to
discover. Among the unknowns of interest to us in this book is how we
will ultimately live and work in space.
But while we do not know the ‘how,’ we remain convinced that
indeed we will.
In these pages we have heard from engineers, scientists, managers,
educators, investors, customers, manufacturers, soldiers, attorneys, and
citizens, all of whom are convinced that the extension of our human
community into space is inevitable and that done well and correctly, it will
prove to be of great benefit to all humans.
Some of these authors are veterans of many decades in the space
endeavor, while others are at the beginning their careers. But no matter
how long they have been part of this effort, their voices are clear and their
message is unanimous: space is an important part of humanity’s future, not
only because of the vast commercial opportunities that we will find and
create there, but also because of what the exploration and settlement of
space means for the human psyche, as well as for its significance to the
survival prospects of our species.

The Transition Decade
We mentioned in the Introduction that the period from 2010 to 2020 has all
of the appearances of a transition decade. During these years we will see a
shift, an inexorable realignment away from a space movement that has
been led by just two driving forces, governments and satellite
communication providers. To accompany them we will soon see many
dynamic industries filled with numerous participating organizations from
across the spectrum of economic activity, and across a huge range of
national origins, means, motivations, and methods.
Already the space economy is very large. The Space Foundation
estimates that in the US alone, 260,000 people worked in space industries
in 2008, and they earned more than $23B in wages (an average of $90,000
2
each). In the European Union, there are about 30,000 workers in spacerelated industries. And as the space industry grows, employment will grow
with it.
As with all things in this life, there are no guarantees. But the
evidence is certainly available to those who wish to look for it, and it seems
to us that this book has presented considerable evidence in support of this
conclusion as well.

2

The Space Foundation. The Space Report, 2010, John M. Diamond, Editor.
This report is an invaluable resource for anyone interested in the details of the
space economy. www.SpaceFoundation.org
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As witnesses to the birth of a movement, we also observe the large
and growing roster of companies that are doing (or intend to do) business in
space. There are probably a lot of them that you have not heard of, but
perhaps one day soon you will.
And perhaps one day there will be a stock index that tracks space
commerce, just as there are indices for high tech, industry, transportation,
utilities, and for global regions, etc. Actually, that day has already begun.
3
The Space Foundation Index tracks 30 public companies that have
significant (but not necessarily exclusive) operations that are space-related:
The indexed companies are organized into four categories:
 Manufacturers and system integrators (11 companies)
 Ground Segment and Satellite Component Manufacturers (10
companies)
Consumer/Retail
Services (4 companies)

 Enterprise/Government Services (11 companies)
(Six of the companies participate in more than one category, which is why
there are a total of 36.)

Perhaps one day NanoRacks, or ManSat, or Virgin Galactic, or Lunar
Transportation Systems will also be listed on this index, or on one of the
other competing indices that are likely to emerge as the significance of
space commerce increases as a proportion of the global and by then transglobal economy. And when research firms like Forrester regularly publish
reports on the space economy, and investors take note just as they now
follow the auto, oil, or retail industries, then the forecasts will have become
the realities.
What it will be like when all these companies are working, thriving,
in space? How frequent will the launches be? How many people will live
and work in space? How large will the space economy be? How important
will it be to the global economy?
If we plot the growth of space commerce on a graph, by dollars, what
we see looks a lot like Figure 1.
In Chapter 1, Will Pomerantz showed us that revenues from Moonrelated projects alone could be in the $1 trillion range by 2020, but even
without this level of growth we have merely to extend the existing revenue
growth curve on its current trajectory to anticipate what might happen. We
see that space commerce grows from its current $200B towards and well
beyond $1 trillion, or more. The exact shape of the curve is impossible to
predict, but the general trend of the curve is quite evident, and barring a
dreaded and massive economic collapse, there are many reasons to expect
the curve to fulfill these expectations, for the needs and opportunities are
certainly great.
3

http://www.spacefoundation.org/spaceindex/
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Figure 1
Annual commercial revenues of about $200M, 50 years into the space age.

Figure 2
Will the growth of space commerce achieve annual revenues of
Scenario A, B, or C?

And when we look at the emerging structure of space commerce in
detail, we see companies, both established ones and start-ups, competing in
nine major industries, working along side governments and global
consortia to create wealth and solve problems. Each of these industries is
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an enormous contributor to terrestrial commerce today, and each could also
be enormous in space.

Beyond 2020: Industries in Space
With the help of Amaresh Kollipara, Managing Partner of Earth2Orbit,
LLC, we compiled the following overview of nine space-related industries
that we expect to achieve significant scale in the coming decades.
Telecomm
To date, the bulk of the money earned in space has been from
telecommunications. Commercial satellite revenues were about
$90B in 2009. Satellites surround the Earth because despite their
cost and complexity, they’re still cheaper than the alternatives, and in
addition they do things that cannot be done on Earth alone. At
present there are about 900 functioning satellites in orbit, and about
400 of them perform telecommunications functions.
Transport
The business of transport is about getting the satellites, as well as
equipment, supplies, robots, and people into orbit. There are many
commercial space transport companies, both in the public and private
sectors, and this is also a thriving business today. For example,
SpaceX currently shows a launch manifest of 27 flights between
2010 and 2015 for a variety of paying customers.
As space
commerce expands, the transport sector will expand along with it. In
fact, the transport sector will have to evolve ahead of most of the
other industries, because inexpensive and reliable transport to space
is the enabling factor on which the others depend.
Tourism & Entertainment
As we read in Chapter 7, space tourism is now emerging as a
potentially significant economic force. But if you don’t want to wait
in line for your chance to ride on Virgin Galactic, perhaps you’d be
interested
in
another
space
tourism
venture,
Zero-G
(http://www.gozerog.com/), a commercial aircraft that flies aerobatic
maneuvers in the atmosphere so that passengers experience
weightlessness. As market demand increases, there will be others.
And if you liked your suborbital ride on Virgin, for maximum thrills
we can’t wait until someone opens the first zero-g amusement park!
Education
As we discovered in Chapters 20 and 21, as more people become
engaged in commercial activities in space, education will naturally
move there as well, so that students have meaningful experiences of
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living and working in space before they are called upon to locate
there.
Earth Science
One of the earliest benefits we received from the space program was
the ability to observe the Earth in new ways. Today, Earth scientists
utilize satellite images and measurements to monitor and understand
the weather and the climate, to track storms, tsunamis and glaciers,
while farmers use satellite images to manage the planting and
fertilizing of crops, and natural scientists to monitor forests and
fisheries.

Figure 3
Earth Science from Space: The Global Land One-kilometer Base
Elevation (GLOBE), Digital Elevation Model, Version 1.0.
Made by Japan’s Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection
Radiometer (ASTER), an instrument aboard NASA’s Terra satellite. ASTER
took 1.3 million images from space to create the most complete topographic
map of the Earth. Credit: NASA/METI/NOAA.
http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/mgg/topo/globe.html

Energy
As we read in Chapters 11 and 15, it is possible that energy from the
Sun can be used to power civilization on Earth. The impact of this
industry, working at large scale, would be transformative to Earth’s
economy. The solar system contains other natural resources that may
also power our planet, including abundant Helium-3 on the moon.
And it may not be so far in the future. Solaren Corporation
recently announced a commercial supply contract, through which it is
obligated to provide 200MW of power to Pacific Gas and Electric
Company, the Northern California electric utility, beginning in 2016.
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Mining
There are many minerals and compounds throughout the solar system
that offer value in the human economic system, among them, of
course, water.
Manufacturing
Scientific research and perhaps manufacturing in ‘microgravity’ at
Low Earth Orbit may have significant impact on the pharmaceutical
industry, as some drugs can apparently be formulated in space that
are impossible to create on Earth.
Space Science
Beyond the interference of Earth’s atmosphere it is possible to study
the solar system, the galaxy and indeed the entire cosmos in ways
that are simply impossible on Earth.

Figure 4
Space Science from Space: Extreme Ultraviolet Imaging Telescope (EIT)
image of a huge, handle-shaped prominence taken on Sept. 14,1999
taken in the 304 angstrom wavelength. Courtesy of SOHO/Extreme
Ultraviolet Imaging Telescope (EIT) consortium. SOHO is a joint project
of ESA and NASA.

There is a tenth major space industry, and it is one of the largest. It is
space militarization. The worlds nations spend billions each year to spy on
each other from orbit, and to manage and communicate with their Earthbased military forces, including aircraft, unmanned aircraft, and naval
fleets. These expenditures will continue to grow, as new technologies
create new possibilities for offensive and defensive efforts. But as we have
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seen, the military also has a supportive role to play in space, providing
security and emergency response in an inherently high risk environment.
What other industries will emerge? The history of business on Earth
shows that as needs emerge, as new technologies are developed and put to
use, as social and economic patterns change, then new ways of doing
business are created in response. If space indeed becomes a thriving
commercial setting, then we can be sure that new, unanticipated needs and
opportunities will arise, and entrepreneurs and established companies will
step forth.
Many of these needs may have to do with addressing the problems of
life on Earth, from the basics of food, water, and energy, to climate and
weather issues. And perhaps we will even find ways to address tumultuous
issues such as politics and ideology in space more effectively than on
Earth. This is, indeed, the promise that Frank White has so aptly labeled
“The Overview Effect.”

NASA and America’s National Interest
As these industries develop, those familiar with the space industry’s history
will naturally wonder about the organization that has to its credit a great
many of the milestone accomplishments of the Space Age, and which has
pioneered much of what we do in space today.
As we write these words, we are sadly aware that NASA is an agency
dealing with difficult challenges and organizational change. The agency is
filled with uncertainty about its mission, suffused with organizational
conflict, and it remains at the mercy of a dysfunctional, annualized funding
cycle in a political system that treats it as a pawn in ideological conflict,
and an ongoing saga of Congressional job-brokering.
Part of the difficulty is a matter of circumstance, but a great deal is
the result of the agency’s own doing. Because, as we well know, what
NASA has lacked these many decades since the end of the Apollo program
is a mission worth of its magnificent Apollo heritage.
The emergence of space commerce as powerful, global phenomenon,
offers NASA the opportunity to play exactly the right role, one in which its
many strengths and massive store of accumulated knowledge can make a
profound difference in accelerating the emergence of these new industries.
This role we might define as catalyst, advisor, or facilitator.
But the agency is clearly not destined to be ‘the doer’ with respect to
space commerce, nor should it be. This facilitation role has been widely
recognized, and now its up to NASA to embrace the role with enthusiasm
and skill.
There are already agencies of the US Government that are also
seeking to fill important facilitation roles. For example, there is an “Office
of Space Commercialization” that is a joint activity of the Department of
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Commerce and NOAA (http://www.space.commerce.gov/). Similarly, the
FAA also has an Office of Space Commercialization.
NASA faces an additional challenge in the coming years, and that is
the aging of its workforce. A significant percentage of NASA employees
are approaching retirement age, and the loss of their accumulated expertise
could be quite detrimental to its capacity to deliver the results that it
promises.
A corollary of this is the difficulty that space industries have in
recruiting young talent. The worldwide demand for talent in science,
engineering, and management is increasing each year, and with so many
options available to them across a wide range of the economy, inducing a
sufficient number of future leaders to join the space endeavor becomes a
constant challenge, just as assuring that school-age students attain
sufficient mastery of the STEM (science, technology, engineering, and
mathematics) disciplines is certainly critical to the long term viability of
every industrialized nation.
Therefore, it’s clear that it will not just be the US Government that
will catalyze this emerging industry. Many nations are making significant
investments in space, and while their underlying motivations may vary
considerably, their prospects of future success should not be
underestimated.
It is entirely possible that China or India may take the leadership role
in the development of space commerce through their ongoing space
programs, and while this would be likely to cause severe heartache for
many Americans, much as the Soviet launch of Sputnik provoked a wave
of self-doubt across the nation, in the end it could well provide a significant
acceleration to humanity’s progress in space.
But if we see the commercialization of space become a matter of
nationalist pride and sectarian interests, then the enormous potential it has
for all of humanity will be severely compromised.
Is it realistic to hope that we can see the development of space as a
human endeavor, and not a national endeavor? Perhaps it is naïve or
idealistic to think so. But we have not yet given up on this dream. (And in
support of this ideal, we anticipate that the next ATWG book will focus on
international cooperation for the development of space.)
So which nations should benefit from the space endeavor? All of
them, certainly. For who can claim to own a spot in orbit, or an acre of
lunar soil? 19 nations plus the 18 nations of the European Union all have
space agencies, through which they collectively spend around $44B each
year on civil space activities (plus billions more on military space, and
billions more on top of that on their space spy agencies).
Just one example of a national space program outside of the US is the
effort in the UK, which in 2010 brought all of its commercial space
activities into a single agency, and notes on its new web site, that “The
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UK's thriving space sector contributes £6.5B a year to the UK economy,
and supports 68,000 jobs.”

Figure 5
National / Multinational Space Agencies and their 2010 Budgets.
Note that the figures are confidential for some countries, so determining
the ‘real’ number is a matter of guesswork. Consequently, the figures
can differ considerably depending on who’s counting. On an order-ofmagnitude basis, the figures in this table are consistent with other
estimates.
Bolivia, Mexico, South Africa, Vietnam, and Sri Lanka have all
announced and/or approved plans to initiate their own space agencies.
Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_space_agencies
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Challenges
Even though we’re spending billions, there remain, of course, countless
challenges, and among them we have selected a few to highlight.
It’s Not Like the Movies…
There is a widespread perception, one that has been promoted
through science fiction and popular movies and TV shows such as Star
Wars, Star Trek, and many others, which suggests that living in space is a
lot like living on Earth, and by extension, making money in space is like
making money on Earth as well.
However, at our current level of knowledge and technology, this is
simply not the case.
Living and working in space is fundamentally different in every way.
The demands that weightlessness places on our bodies are fundamental,
and cannot be underestimated. Likewise, the need to bring the entire lifesupporting living environment along with you wherever you go is complex
to say the least, and the life support-related risks are immeasurably greater
than on Earth.
The constraints that the need for ‘life support’ imposes on space
inhabitants will profoundly influence the nature of space commerce for
st
decades if not throughout the entire 21 century, even as our knowledge
and technical means continue to improve.
Degrees of Separation
The farther from Earth humans venture, the more limits and
constraints the voyagers experience. It becomes progressively more
difficult to manage life support for the voyagers when they are
progressively farther away from the reliable source of supply.
And
similarly, the farther they go, the greater their vulnerability to unplanned
events, and the worse the likely negative consequences would be.
Facing up to the difference between the popular imagery and
imagination, and the actual difficulties of providing uninterrupted life
support, suggests that a development strategy based on learning from
initiatives in Low Earth Orbit before moving further outward from Earth
would be wise. Hence, the learnings from the ISS and other LEO efforts
will be invaluable in subsequent journeys and outposts further beyond. We
can anticipate that we will progress in stages.
A consequence of the increasing risk is the increasing attractiveness
of robotics. On Earth today, it is estimated, there are nearly 8 million
robots in use across a wide range of activities, including millions in
manufacturing, but also performing in services, from office and medical
deliveries to surveillance, milking cows, and vacuuming floors. Robotics is
a rapidly expanding industry, and with continuing progress in computer
chip miniaturization and declining computer chip prices, the future of
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robotics promises progressively greater capabilities. At some point before
2020, it is reasonable to expect robotic intelligence to progress to the point
that robots could do what astronauts were once required to do. This will
change the nature of space exploration and development in a fundamental
way.
Weightlessness and Childbirth
To highlight just a couple the life support and lifestyle challenges, let
us look to the previous book in this series, Living in Space, in which
coauthors Dawn Strongin and E.K. Reese examined many of the
anatomical and physiological issues related to life in weightlessness in their
chapter entitled, Earthlings on Mars: The Physiological Psychology of
Cultural Change.
They point out that,
“Weightless and low gravity conditions also affect our bones.
Although rigorous exercise in space will prevent the excessive loss of
muscle mass, sustaining bone density requires additional
gravitational resistance. Like most cells in the human body, bone
cells go through a cycle of regeneration, resorption (or degradation),
and formation of new cells, and bone mass regeneration is activated
in response to weight-bearing signals. Hormones and growth factors
stimulate osteoblasts to produce the collagen that forms a new bone
matrix; but in weightless conditions, resorption occurs faster than the
formation of a new bone matrix, resulting in bone loss. A four-year
study found that spacefarers on the International Space Station lost
as much lower body bone mass in one month as an elderly woman
4
loses in an entire year” (Roy, 2007) . Traveling to Mars for six
months in this weightless condition would presumably reduce bone
mass by one-third. Although bone mass can be replaced within one
year after return to Earth’s gravity, the bone structure and density in
the weight-bearing bones cannot recover, leaving the bones more
massive and yet more prone to fracture. However, bone structure in
the non-weight bearing upper body remains intact during prolonged
weightless conditions (Roy, 2007).
“Bone density will be further compromised by radiation exposure in
space and on Mars. Earth’s magnetosphere (which Mars lacks)
shields it from the torrential million miles per hour solar winds. As
spacefarers leave Earth’s protection, they become vulnerable to the
bombardment of bone-stripping, cancer-inducing radiation. This
4

Roy, S. (2007). “How long does it take to rebuild bone lost during space
flight?” Retrieved March 26, 2007, from
http://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/station/science/subregional_bone.html
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combination of factors will most likely evoke new and unforeseen
5
adaptive behaviors.”
Astronauts have also noted many other physiological, neurological,
and psychological phenomena, including fluctuating metabolisms, sleep
problems, changes to the functioning of memory, as well motion sickness
and sensory conflicts in weightlessness.
Until we learn to overcome these issues (and many others), through
adaptive practices and/or genetic engineering, the prospects for long term
space habitation are not so great. This will, in turn, have a fundamental
influence on the emergence and development of space commerce, on who
goes, and how long they stay. It will also provide additional impetus for
the development and use of highly capable robots.
Families in Space
From the Asian migrations across the frozen Bering Straits thousands
of years ago to the Puritans crossing the Atlantic on the Mayflower
th
hundreds of years ago, to the covered wagons of the 18 century plains
during the westward expansion in the US, or the waves of migration
occurring around the world today, migrants generally prefer to bring their
families with them, or to start new families when they arrive.
In space,
though, things will be different.
One reason, as Strongin and Reese point out, is that giving birth in
space is at present simply not an option.
“Weight-bearing bone loss and muscle atrophy of the extended lowgravity condition may make sexual intercourse and human
childbearing, as we currently know
them, impossible.
When
considering brittle bones, creative Martian sexual practices would
need to replace ‘dangerous’ Earthly coitus. Certainly, the Sensation
Seeking settlers would put imagination and technology to good use.
“Unless pregnant women lived in zero gravity chambers or large
bodies of water, the compromised pelvic bone integrity would make
carrying a child to term difficult, even with Mars’ lower gravity.
Natural childbirth would be prohibitive. Test-tube babies might
therefore become a necessity, creating completely novel cultural
associations concerning parenthood. The ramifications are farreaching, including changes in gender roles, as women would no

5

Strongin, D., and EK Reese, “Earthlings on Mars: The Physiological
Psychology of Cultural Change,” in Living in Space: Cultural and Social
Dynamics, Opportunities, and Challenges in Permanent Space Habitats.
Sherry Bell, Ph.D. and Langdon Morris, Editors, ATWG, 2009.
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longer be the bearers of children, and unplanned pregnancies would
6
be nonexistent.”
Because of these constraints, space commerce will simply not unfold
as it has on Earth. Our present understanding of space science and its
impact on human physiology tells us that the very nature of living in space
will continue to be a constraint on the nature of commerce for the
foreseeable future.
Space Junk
In addition to the many functioning communications and observation
satellites that are currently in orbit around the Earth, there is also a great
deal of space junk. “The United States now tracks more than 10,000 pieces
of debris four inches wide or larger, but tens of millions of smaller
fragments are also whizzing through space at speeds that can exceed
17,000 miles per hour,” says Mark Matney of NASA's Orbital Debris
Program. “At such speeds, a collision with even an apple-size object could
7
shatter a spacecraft into hundreds of pieces.”
NASA notes, “Most ‘space junk’ is moving very fast. It can reach
speeds of 4.3 to 5 miles per second. Five miles per second is 18,000 miles
per hour. That speed is almost seven times faster than a bullet. And if a
spacecraft is moving toward the debris, the total speed at which they
collide can be even faster. The average impact speed of a piece of orbital
debris running into another object is 22,370 miles per hour.
To keep
astronauts safe, scientists use radar to keep track of all the debris in orbit.
They classify it by its size. About 13,000 known objects are bigger than 10
centimeters in diameter. Scientists believe that there are more than 100,000
pieces of orbital debris between 1 cm and 10 cm. And tens of millions of
pieces are smaller than 1 cm. All pieces of debris larger than 10 cm are
8
carefully tracked using radar and telescopes.”
The existing inventory of space junk presents a significant but
manageable problem in and of itself, but if there were to occur a serious
accident or a military conflict in space, then it is possible that the resulting
profusion of new junk would render vast stretches of orbital ‘territory’
unusable for commerce due the very high risk of future orbital junk
collisions.

6

7

8

Strongin, D., and EK Reese, “Earthlings on Mars: The Physiological
Psychology of Cultural Change,” in Living in Space: Cultural and Social
Dynamics, Opportunities, and Challenges in Permanent Space Habitats.
Sherry Bell, Ph.D. and Langdon Morris, Editors, ATWG, 2009..
http://discovermagazine.com/2006/nov/map-space-junk
http://www.nasa.gov/audience/forstudents/5-8/features/what-is-orbitaldebris-58.html
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Figure 6
Space Junk orbiting Earth.
Image courtesy of NASA

There are many reasons to resist the militarization of space, and this
is just another one, for even a small conflict could render a tremendously
valuable commons resource quite useless for everyone.

Figure 7
A crack about 1 millimeter wide in a space shuttle window.
This was the result of a collision with a space trash particle about one
tenth of a millimeter wide. Image courtesy of NASA

A Global Legal Framework
Space junk is not just a problem for American spacecraft, nor just for
Russian, nor Chinese, nor Indian, nor ESA, nor indeed for any single
nation’s endeavors in orbit. It is a problem for all. And the need to
manage it in the interest of all space endeavors brings forth the need to
create a broad, global framework that defines agreements. In other words,
we need a global framework of space law that is accepted and adhered to
by all spacefaring countries and companies, without exception.
And this
will also require a mechanism for enforcement, lest the Somali pirates
simply relocate to orbit to prey, unmolested, on shipping there.
Captain
Brent Ziarnick’s Space Guard becomes elevated to a practical requirement,
not just a matter of speculation. (See Chapter 20)
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Sound Business Judgment
There are many other challenges, to be sure, but the last one we will
mention here is simply the need for sound business judgment. To explain
the problem, let us examine the cautionary tale of Motorola’s Iridium.
Most space entrepreneurs are already familiar with this story, but it is worth
repeating here even if you remember what happened.
“The decision by top executives of Motorola to launch the Iridium
satellite telephone business was driven largely by an intuitive ‘vision’
of customers being able to use a single portable phone to place calls
from anywhere in the world, despite the extensive data that Motorola
itself generated showing that this would be an economically unsound
business. The phone would have to cost $3000, the service would
have to cost $3 per minute, and communication would have been
impossible indoors or in cities with skyscrapers.
The product was
ideal for the desert nomad with a few thousand dollars burning a
hole in is pocket, but impractical for everyone else.
Iridium failed
within a year of launch [nine months to be precise], and ultimately
9
lost almost $5B.”
If you happen to do a web search for ‘iridium’ today, you will find a
company that appears to be thriving. The reason is that the original Iridium
th
company was bought from bankruptcy for about $25M (or about 1/200 of
the original investment). Having obtained its capital infrastructure at .5%
of its cost, Iridium can now afford to operate a satellite telephone network
at rates that are reasonable. And since they own all the hardware, it’s
electronically secure. Consequently, a major customer seems to be the US
military. A competing company sued when it was revealed that Iridium
received a large government contract outside of the normal competitive
bidding process, but the lawsuit was stopped, by the government, due to
concerns about confidential military information being exposed at trial.
The story is a microcosm of terrestrial commerce – high technology,
risk, failure, a second try, a big contract, competition, and litigation… But
unlike business on Earth, the core of the story is 66 satellites that cover the
entire globe, from equator to poles. It might make a good movie. And it
certainly constitutes a good warning that space entrepreneurs must heed,
the need to balance their visions with hard line business judgment.

9

Chabris, Christopher and Daniel Simons. The Invisible Gorilla. Crown
Books, 2010. P 232.
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The Race: Evolution vs. Culture
We have considered many of the practical issues, as well as organizational
concerns and global, governmental topics as well. Now let us step back
and look at a broader pattern of human history.
We are referring here to the contrast between human evolution and
human culture, and the significance of this contrast for today and
tomorrow.
If we compare them, we see some differences and some similarities:
Evolution works on a time scale of generations, through
reproduction, while culture operates at a time scale of minutes, days, and
years.
Evolution’s impacts are felt first by individuals, and then on
populations, while cultural mutations are created by individuals, but then
almost immediately broadcast across large populations, where they are
experienced by and exert their influence on individuals and groups.
The mechanism of evolution is genes, while the mechanism of
culture is ideas. But both genes and ideas impact on individuals first and
then on populations second. In fact both are only meaningful when they do
scale up from the individual to the population. A genetic mutation that dies
out in an individual has no meaning to evolution, while an idea that dies out
in one individual has no meaning to culture.
While natural evolution still depends on genetic mutation/adaptation
across generations, the cycle of cultural evolution has been compressed.
Whereas it once occurred on a scale of centuries (during Medieval times,
many people were born, lived their entire lives, and died within a few miles
of their homes) it then shortened to decades (once the printing press was
invented, things began to speed up), and now because of the Internet,
mobile phones, and TV, culture seems to advance minute by minute, and as
a result we now have acute problems related to our short attention span and
the trivialization of … everything.
There is one aspect, however, in which the action of genes and
evolution is identical with the action of ideas and populations. This is the
in the subject area we will call ‘survival strategies.’ It is the strategy of the
gene to reproduce itself abundantly as part of the larger strategy of
evolution to encourage rampant experimentation. These twin strategies,
abundance and rampant experimentation, working at different scales, are
the driving forces of evolution itself, and thus of adaptive change.
Similarly, it is the strategy of culture to broadcast ideas abundantly,
from which experiments and attitudes emerge, and to evolve according
only to which ideas take hold.
The reason that this is worth discussing at all, and why it is relevant
to space commerce, is two-fold.
First, the strategy of abundant (or excessive) consumption is how
nature conducts the process of natural evolution; one tree makes and
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broadcasts millions of seeds; one ant lays millions of eggs. Currently
human life on Earth is also largely geared toward abundance of
consumption: one middle or upper class family consuming Earth’s
resources disproportionately.
But this trend is coming to a staggering end as we reach and then
pass 7 billion humans, most of whom aspire to the middle class lifestyle.
There simply isn’t enough Earth to go around, enough for everyone to have
a life of material abundance such as the wealthy or even middle class now
experience.
In fact, if everyone on Earth today were to have the approximate
lifestyle of American middle class, it has been suggested that we would
require the natural resources of three or four Earths. But we have only a
single one.
Therefore, we know that the strategy of abundance as evidenced by
evolution is not a workable survival strategy for 7 billion people living on
Earth. Instead, will the force of culture enable us to learn fast enough to
avoid an environmental apocalypse of our making? So this is what we
mean by ‘the race:’ human survival and well being seems to be a race
between evolution’s innate preference for abundance and a learned, cultural
adoption of widespread self-restraint.
Second, the space enthusiast notes that the solar system has many
additional resources; we have ‘merely’ to gain access to them. Again, it is
through the force of culture that we may do so, culture in the form of space
travel and large scale space commerce. By sheer necessity, then, are
confronted with this intriguing dichotomy in the coming decades, and these
are our strategic options:
1.

We will learn to consume differently and consequently to live
differently.

2.

Or we will import resources from off-Earth to augment what is
available here. This is the space enthusiast’s dream.

3.

Or we will export people to off-Earth. This option has some
appealing aspects if we are talking about enthusiastic migration,
a human diaspora across the solar system. But there is also a
very dark side reminiscent of the history’s worst human rights
abuses; this issue must be thought through with great care.

4.

Or, as is more likely, we will apply some combination of these
three.

Space commerce, if it happens at any significant scale whatsoever,
will play a role in all these scenarios.
Consequently, we see that ‘culture,’ as manifested in space
technology and space commerce, will have an accelerating impact on the
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process of evolution, because space exploration, habitation, and commerce
are essentially cultural phenomena that will also, secondarily (in our
classically short-term view) have fundamental consequences for human
evolution itself.
For the physiological reasons noted above (and additional reasons
also nicely explored by Strongin and Reese in Living in Space, and by
Strongin and Hilton in this volume, and as Frank White also points out in
Living in Space), human inhabitants in space and on other worlds may
rapidly evolve into new species due the sever environmental pressures in
which they will reside.
It was not our purpose in this book to make a major theme out of this
concept of evolution vs. culture, but we do think it is worth mentioning.
And while we cannot know much for certain, it does make for fascinating
conjecture.

What’s Needed
A review of key points from throughout the preceding chapters brings forth
these pivotal ideas about what’s needed for the robust commercial space
industries to become established.
Reliable, Inexpensive Heavy Lift Launch
The fundamental factor that will enable space commerce is clearly
reliable, low-cost launch services.
Entrepreneurs are appropriately
targeting their new systems to reduce costs by a factor of between 10 or
100 below current costs, and if they succeed the impact will be immediate
and enormous.
A New NASA Role
As we mentioned above and as many authors in this volume noted as
well, it is essential that NASA adopts the role of enthusiastic supporter of
the private sector entrepreneurs and corporations, both in the US, in other
nations as well, and in multi-nation consortia. We have seen that NASA
has many of the necessary legal and organizational mechanisms at its
disposal, such as Space Act Agreements, to play this role, and play it well.
It is an oft-repeated management cliché that there comes a time when
one must lead, follow, or get out of the way. NASA has been the leader for
a long time, but now it’s time for others to share the leadership role. This
won’t necessarily be easy to accept, but it is necessary for the private sector
to have NASA’s support to realize potentials that NASA itself can never
achieve, and in fact that NASA, as a government agency, should not
pursue.
Without doubt, NASA’s accumulated expertise is of the utmost
value. But that extraordinary capability must be brought to bear in a
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different way with respect to the commercial space sector, through many
novel organizational forms including public-private partnerships and other
joint operating models.
Global Participation
The $44B of annual space expenditure by the world’s governments, if
invested in a cohesive and strategic manner, is just possibly enough to
catalyze the emergence of a vast wave of economic growth and
development that would benefit all peoples of all nations. No one country,
even America, should see itself as the first among equals.
The
development of space is a global issue of importance to all humans, and a
global consortium must guide it.
Legal, Managerial and Organizational Innovation
The successful development of space will depend as much on how
well the process is organized, as it will on the technological solutions to a
bottomless list of technical challenges. In fact, it’s likely that the technical
solutions will emerge most readily in an environment where the
organizations are fluid and flexible, and where sound innovation methods
are widely applied. Consequently, it is quite realistic to note that a whole
range of legal, managerial, and organizational innovations will be required
for the space sector to achieve its potential.
Honest Brokers
The notion of an honest broker has come up repeatedly in recent
years in discussions about the complex issues, questions, and choices
surrounding space development. Choices will have to be made, difficult
choices on which a lot is at stake for companies (and the people who
compose them) and for governments (and their citizens). To date, most
voices in the space industry have spoken from a particular vantage point, as
advocates of specific objectives and ideas.
Because of the extraordinary degree of technical sophistication
involved, in combination with the exceptional levels of business risk and
human danger, it will be necessary for organizations to emerge that can
play the role of trusted, honest broker.
These organizations will help decision makers to understand and
assess risks, to evaluate technological options, to monitor the performance
of organizations, and to help improve the efficacy of the entire space
endeavor.

The Emerging ATWG Viewpoint
In the words of our ATWG colleagues Charlie Smith and George
Robinson, “A robust commercial space sector has the potential to generate
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new technologies, products, markets, and human well being in this decade
and beyond.” It is to this prospect, and to the commitment of the
development of space for peaceful purposes to the benefit of all humans,
that the ATWG is dedicated.
If the decade from 2010 to 2020 is to be the transition period, and if
the years following 2020 do indeed see the rapid spread of space commerce
(and its attendant space habitats) throughout the Solar System, then what
sort of off-world civilization might we see by 2100? We could speculate,
of course, but in truth it is clear that our efforts would be no better than
science fiction.
It is characteristic of humanity that we can readily see a step, or
perhaps two steps from where we presently are, but beyond that we can
only speculate. We must therefore consider each step carefully, and
advance according to principles in which we feel confident.
The development of space commerce is just such a process. We
cannot see precisely what it will become, but we are convinced that it will
happen, and indeed we have found in the chapters of this book that it is
happening already. So as we pursue its development, we must remember
and apply the important guiding principles of business, and equally
important the guiding principles of human values.
In space we may find solutions to some of the great problems
confronting our civilization. We may learn to tap the energy resources of
the sun to ease need to extract and burn still more fossil fuels from the
depths of the Earth. We may find new science and new technologies to
help us live better, and care better for one another and for our home planet.
We may create alternative habitats in which some of us may over time
evolve into new species with quite different relationships to gravity,
oxygen, and transportation than do our Earth-bound ancestors.
A thriving space commerce and all of the attendant factors which
enable it to come into being will make it possible for these things to
happen. It is for these reasons, and for the sheer challenge and adventure,
that we go to space. In this endeavor, profit and altruism are not opposite
poles, estranged from one another, but rather they offer the potential to
unite in the development space by and for the benefit of entrepreneurs,
investors, explorers, citizens, and humans, and for Earth. This is the
profound promise of space commerce.

•••
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